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Boundary Bathrooms Adds New Models To Their Stone Bath Collection

Bathroom retailer Boundary Bathrooms continues to grow their Olympian stone bath range
with the addition of new designs.

Colne, Lancashire (PRWEB UK) 7 March 2012 -- Boundary Bathrooms (http://www.boundarybathrooms.co.uk
) have added to its growing range of stone baths by introducing the Nero Thinn freestanding stone bath to the
Olympian stone bath range. This latest quarrystone bath addition has a stunning unique oval shape that is
designed to be a more relaxing fit for the body than your average rectangle bath. Its reduced height also means
that the bather can step into it with ease, unlike other baths where some stretching of the legs is required to
climb in.

All of the freestanding stone baths are crafted from an extremely durable stone resin material which is both
scratch and thermal shock resistant. Contrary to the assumption that stone is cold these baths are smooth to the
touch, warm and comfortable to bathe in. Shapes such as the slipper shape of the Pantheon stone bath extenuate
the comfort factor by having high sides, allowing the bather to slip into a deep warm bath.

Neil Dent, chief executive of Boundary Bathrooms, said “We feel extremely proud of our Olympian stone bath
collection, especially as so much work has gone into their design and presentation. The unique shapes of the
baths bolster Boundary Bathrooms commitment to supplying distinctly individual shapes and sizes of stone
baths that will hopefully appeal to a wide range of customers. We have also introduced a range of stone basins
to go alongside the baths, giving your bathroom that complete natural stone look”.

While certain selections from the Olympian stone baths collection are available to view in Boundary Bathrooms
Colne showroom it is online at http://www.boundarybathrooms.co.uk/Baths/Stone-Baths/ where most
customers will initially discover the products. Richard Aspden, IT manager, explained “Our Internet guys have
spent a lot of time making sure that each stone bath for sale on our website is accompanied by detailed
descriptions and technical information. We want each and every customer to be given all the information they
require so our website is the first step to making sure they are fully informed. We’re always happy to help on
the phone if more assistance is required, or even in person at our Colne or Warrington showrooms”.

With the natural looking bathroom predicted to become a trend during 2012 stone is the perfect first step to
giving a unique natural feel to the bathroom. The addition of new stone baths show that Boundary Bathrooms
are working hard to make sure that they remain at the forefront of the latest designs and trends in the bathroom
world.

Boundary Bathrooms (http://www.boundarybathrooms.co.uk) have been supplying bathroom products for 65
years and have become thoroughly established in the online bathroom retail sector. Through their website they
supply thousands of baths, basins, showers, bathroom furniture, bathroom accessories and more. They have
been owned by The Grafton Group Plc, one of the largest builder’s merchants in Europe, since 2007.
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Contact Information
Joanne Butterworth
Boundary Bathrooms
http://www.boundarybathrooms.co.uk
01282856339

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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